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In the production planning of a batch production process, a problem of

considerable interest is the determination of lot sizes for multiple

products to be produced on a single bottleneck facility. This pcoduction

environment is often encountered in the process industry, such as the

manufactuzing of plastics. The capacitated lot size problem can be for-

mulated as [9] :

Min ~ S ~ { Sia(Xi,t)t hiIi,t~ ~t-1 l i-1

s.t. Ii,t-1} Xi,t- di,t- Ii,t iHd, tET

N
í~laiXi,t ~ Ot

I ,0- Ii,N-O

Xi,t,

t ET

i 97

i e~1, t Fl'

6(Ri,t)-1 if Xi t)0, 0 otherMise iEN, tET

where

N- the index set of products

T- the index set of periods

H- the time horizon
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Sis setup cost tor product i

hi3 holdinq cost per unit per period tor product i

di t- requirement of product i in period t

ai- production time per unit for product i

Ct- capacity available in period t

rith decision variables:

Xi t- lot size of product i in period t

Il,t- inventory of i at the end of period t

a(Xi t)- binary decision variable indicatinQ whether or

not product i is setup in period t or not

This problem can De classified as NP-hard and an optimal solution within

reasonable computer time is not availaDle so far [7,9]. Nowever, the

literature is abundant with heuristic approaches to lotsizinp under

capacity constraints ia a sinqle staqe production system

[1,3,4,6,10,11,12,16]. An excellent ceview paper is presented by van

Massenhove and Maes(18]. Nany heuristics deal xith the capacitated

lot size ( CLSP) problem as was defined earlier, where there is only a

sinqle resource constraint and where setups do not consume limited

resources. Furthermore, setups are assumed to De solely product-

dependent and aot aequence-dependent. In fact, sequencinq deciaiona

within each peziod are not beinQ considered in the simple CLSP. As

such, a"feasible solution" may still cause problema since on the

detalled ]evel resource reauirements maV interfere. In their review

paper, van Wassenhove en Naes point out that all "sinqle resource"

heuristics that were investiqated exploit the above mentioned

simplifications to a qreat extent and that" they cannot be directly

ar.plied tc mcre realistic ~aszs (e.q. sPVeral r?sonrce~, time-variable
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capacity absorption, etc). Adjustments are very difficult to make and

in fact would in most cases completely alter the heuristic. This, of

course, considerably reduces the usefulness of sinqle resource

heuristics in practice"[18]. Besides sinqle resource heuristics,

xhich assume that setups do not require the sinqle limited resource,

more qeneral mathematical proqramminq based heuristics coaprisinq set

coverinq type methods and Laqranqean relaxation heuristics, have been

developed [1,2,5,14,15,16,17]. However, for this last qroup of

heuristics very few computational results are available for capacitated

dynamic lotsizinq problems, makinq it difficult to fully assess their

behaviour and computational requirements[18]. It is the purpose of this

researcó to develop a new heuristic, based in part on a recent sinqle

resource heuristic by Gunther[9], that handles all the simplifications

that have been traditionally imposed and alloxs for implementation in a

more complex process industry settinq. The production environment

in xhich the nex heuristic will be developed, is discussed next.

2.Production settina

The process industry often has to deal xith capacitated lot sizinq

problems when processinq multiple producta on a sinqle bottleneck

facility. An example is Dow Chemical at Terneuzen, The Netherlands,

where seven chemical products (latex) are manufactured on the same

production facility, consistinq of a reactor, deqasser,stripper,

cooler, and various filters and storaqe tanks. In this partícular

case the stripper makes up the bottleneck of the production process

Sinqle resource heuristics cannot be considered for lot-sizinq

because of the folloxinq:

- setups reQuire a substantial portion of the available production

-3ra-'...: rer shi.'r
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seiuy costs a.~ "~qn~y sPauence-dependent and as such one cannot

assiqn a sinqle setup estimate to a particular product

production capacity is not only determined by the stripper(Dottle-

neck) capacity, but also by the storaqe tank capacity assiqned to the

product of interest.

- production occurs as a"batch-process" of a fixed number of tons,

beinq the reactor volume. In order to achieve the neceasary chemical

reactions it is essential that the reactor is completely filled each

time a production lot is run. As demand is ussually not a multiple of

the batch-size, excess inventories will accumulate, which in turn

will affect subsequent lot-sizes and storaqe capacities.

It is clear that this process is harder to formulate and would not lend

itself to mathematical proqramminq approaches, moreover as the storaqe

capacity for a particular product would be a variable in itself, varyinq

over time, dependinq on previous inventories and up-to-then established

lot sizes. As the sinqle resource heuristic by Gunther providea the

basis for the simplified CLSP and proved to be computationally very

efficient, it is used in part as the underlyinq framework from which the

new heuristic will be developed.

3. The heuristic

3.1 Key conceDis

- Setups consume reqular production capacity.

- Sequence-dependent setup costs will be incorporated based on a cost-
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savinqs function shoxinq the averaqe savinqs in sxitch-over cost xhen

addinq future requiremencs of a particular product to an existinq lot-

size.

- Usinq a"maximum capacity overload"-principle, similar to Gunther's

[9J, balancinq future overcapacity by pre-production in earlier

periods, alloxs for shiftinq of productioa requirements over multiple

periods instead of beinq zestricted to a"period by period"approach.In

addition, as compared to Gunther, our approach alloxs for shiftinq

fractional requirements instead of beínq restricted to shiftinq entire

requirements at once.

- Feasibility of planned lot-sizes is quaranteed by matchinq planned

production quantities to existinq storaqe capacities in a particular

planninq period.

- The heuristic deals xith the added complexity of a batch production

process.

- The procedure assumes that storaqe tanks Lave "a Driozi" been assiqned

to the various products to be manufactured. Hoxever, alternate tank

assiqnments could easily be incorporated in the analysis by alterinq

the storaqe capacity Darameters per product.

3.2 Notation

The notation that xill be used is presented alphabetically aa folloxs:

a; - production time (in hours) needed to produce 1 batch of product i;
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i-1, .. ,n

(i~ hCUrel frns nroduCi 1 LO DiOQUCCai~ - swiiCu-vv2r ~..~ ]

aip(i) - averaqe switch-over time to product i(in hours) in period p(i)

awt - worst averaQe switch-over time in period t

bio - startinQ iaventory for product i at the beqinninq of period 1

Blit - bepinninq inventory of product i at the bepinninQ of period t

dit - demand for product i in period t, accumulated at the end of period

t (in tons)

H- last period of planniaq horizon

k- current period of production

n- number of products for which there is demand durinQ the planninQ

period

N- set containinq all products 1,....,n

Nk - subset of product set N,containin9 all products wíth positive net

requirements in subsequent periods p(i)~k

PCt - nomiaal production capacity in period t(in hours), based upon a

(100-a)k capacity level

PCNt - production capscity at hand (in hours) for shiftinQ requirements

in period t to reference period k for pre-production in period k,

takinq into account reserved production capacity to balance

future over-capacity in the system

PCOt - production-overcapacity ia period t rith reference to current

period of production k

PCSip(i)k ~ potential averaqe cost savinqs (in houra) for pre-producinq

future requirements of product i in period p(i), in the

current production period k

St - collection of all possible production schedules in period t for

products to be produced in period t
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[St] - subset of St, beinq the collection of schedules where the product
scheduled in the first position matches the product scheduled in

the last positioa of the schedule chosen for period t-1

SPCt - slack production capacity (in hours) in period t

STCit - slack tank capacity of pzoduct i(in tons) at the beqinninq of

period t

t- time unit for planned production (in weeks), t-1,....,H

TCit - nominal tank capacity of product i in period t(in tons)

TCwit - adjusted (workable) tank capacity for product i in period t to

be used in the production planninq process, that incorporates a

buffer of one batchsize allowinq for batch (discrete)

production. In other words, the bulfer allows for roundinq

continuous production quantities to the next hiqher inteqer

(lot-size)

Xit - net requirements of product i in period t(in batches)

yaipli)k - added continuous production quantity (in batchea) of product

i from future period p(i) to scheduled production of product

i in reference period k

yik - scheduled production quantity (in batches) of product i in period

k, not beinq restricted to discrete lot-sizes

final - final lot-size (in batches) of product i to be produced inyik

period k

3.3 Structural eauations

awt -{lonqest sMitch-over time (in Lours) amonq Dossible switch-ovet
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times oi sci,éuui25 .. St~ ; ~(mimhPT ot nroducts witD Dositive

requirements in period t) - 1}

Note: The awt-concept is used to provide a conservative estimate of

switch-over time durinq a particular production period t, which

would result in a conservative slack production capacity estimate

for period t. However, it is possible that the product scheduled

ín the last position for production in period t-1 is not produced

in period t. As such, an additional switch-over between schedules

of subsequent time periods t-l,t will be incurred. This situation

will not De explicitly modelled as the awt measure already

provides a conservative etstimate aad it is unlikely that this

sinqle additional sxitch-over would cause iafeasibilities in

available slack production capacity.

n
SPCt - PCt - ~ aiYi

i-1
- awt t-k,.....,H

PCOL - max {0, max ( E - SPCj)} t-k}1,...,H
r-ktl,t j-kt1

PCHt - SPC - PCOt-1 xith PCOk~O t~k41,....,B
k

TCwit - TCit - batchsize I t-1.-....,H
i ial, ....,n

- ( for t~l; i-1,..,n
BIit !Il bio

final
Hlit-1 t batchsize ' Y, - dit-1 for t~2,...,H-1

it-1 i-1,---,n

STCit - TCwit -( B lit 4 batchsize ~ yit ) for t-1,...,H-1
isl,...,n
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For STClt t 0 because of roundinq to discrete lot-sizes,

set STCit - 0 .

n

~ aij
aiP(i) - i;ti

n - `P(i) - 1
where Lp(i) - number of products with zero

net requirements in period pli)

PCHDIi) STCik
Yaip(i)k - min { Xip(i) . ai batchsize ~

PCSip(i)k -{ Yik } Yaip(i)k - Yik t Yaip(ilk } ~ aip(i)

where ~~ stands for roundinq up to the next inteqer

value

.
Ik - collectian of ~roducts selected for Pre-oroduction in neriod k

final final
Xit -(Yik - Yik) for t-p(i) and Xip(i)~ Yik - Yik

Ti-1
final

XiT - [ (Yik - Yik1- ~ Xij]
1 j-p(i)

updated
Xit -

Xit

t-Ti aad

Ti is the first period for
Ti-1

final r
which 7(iT. ~( Yikl - Yik) - L~ xij

1 j-D(i)

t- Tit1......H

0 otherwise
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3.4 StructoQram of the production plannin4 heuristic

For a particular production period, determine regular production needed

on a lot-for-lot basis of the net requirements for that period.

Based upon potential cost savings, a product is selected for

pre-production in the current production period. This quantity to be

pre-produced is determined by the net requirements in the period from

which shifting occurs, the available remaininq production capacity at

hand in the current production period, as well as the available slack

tank capacity left for the product to be pre-produced. TLis process of

addinq future requirements to the current production load will continue

as long it results in additional cost savings and the feasibility of the

production and tank capacities is not violated. This adding Drocess is

based on continuous lot-sizing. The production quaatities obtained under

this process are eventually rounded up to the next integer value,

leading to feasible, discrete lot-sizes (batches). Feasibility of the

final schedule is guaranteed as a safety factor of n k in production

capacity together with a conservative swítch-over tise estimate is

incorporated in the analysis.

Furthermore, the Morkable tank capacities include a bu!!er o! one

batchsize to allow for the rounding process described earlier.

Details of the structoqram of the production planning heuristic are

given in the following flow-chart.
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3.5 The ~roductioa schedulina ~rocess

After final production quantities are determined by means of the

production planninQ heuristic, efficient pzoduction schedules for

each production period are selected as folloxs:

Define the schedulinq set for period j as

final
Sj -{ all possible schedules for product i xith yij ~ 0}

Furthermore, define the subset [ Sk ] C Sk as the collection of

schedules xhere the product scheduled in the first position matches

the product scheduled in the last position of the schedule chosen for

period k-1.

A) Schedule for Deriod 1,2 :

Determine S1.

Determine [ S2 ] for every schedule of S1 and compute the total

sxitch-over time. Select the startinq schedule for xhich the total

sxitch-over time is minimized. As such, the schedules for periods 1 and 2

are determined simultaneously.

B) Schedule for veriod 3,...., H:

Given the startiag schedule determined in A, the schedule for period 2 is

determined as xell.



Set k-3

Step 1
Yes

~k-Ht~ Stop

N-

Determine [ Sk ]. Yhen ~ sk ]- r, qo io siey 3

Step 2
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Compute for every schedule of ( Sk] the total switch-over time

and select the schedule for period k as the one with the

smallest switch-over time.

Set k-kt1

Return to step 1

Step 3

Given the product scheduled in the last position in the

production schedule for period k-1, determine Sk and select

the schedule for which total switch-over time, includinq

switchinq from the product scheduled in the last podition in

k-1 to the product scheduled in the fizst position in k, is

minimized.

Set k-kt1

Return to step 1.

The loqic behind this schedulinq procedure is that it would be very

difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate all possible production

schedules for every period in the planninq horizon. Moreover, qiven the

continuous nature of the production proceas, it would not De efficient to

schedule the same product more Chan once within a particular production

period. This would call for splittinq a particular lot-size into multiple

parts, causinq unnecessary additional switch-over time. Futhermore, by

"matchinq" tàe product scheduled in the laat position of the achedule of

the previous period to the product scheduled in the tirat poaition o!

the current period, one would avoid the same product to be scheduled



more than once in a particular produc uon period and save an additional

switch-over. As is indicated in the above procedure, a modified approach

eiii tie t~kun rhPn oroduction cannot De continued into the subseQuont

production period in this fashion for the case where the product scheduled

in the last position in the previous petiod is not up for productioa in

the current period (see step 31.

NexG, the procedures described above rill be illustrated by means of a

simple numerical example based in part on real industry data.



4.-Numerical example

4.1 Data

Demand

(in batches):

week C

product i 1 2 3 4

1 5.88 6 9 5.9

2 6.41 5 10 7.2

3 0.9 1.5 7 0.5

Switch-over time matrix (in hours):

1

2

3

1 2

- 0.83 4

2.99 4

~ 4

Product production tank capacity startinq batcbsize
i batch time p.week inventory ( in tons)

(in hours) ( in tons) ( in tons)

1 5.25 600 50 55

2 5.8 600 60

3 8.5 500 11

55

55

Production capacity per week is qiven as 168 hours at 100t capacity(a-0).



4.2 The oroduction elannina nrocess

step 0 : k-1

initial net-requirements,xit :
~ 1 2 3 4

I 1 4.97 6 9 5.9
I

2 5.32 5 10 7.2

~ 3 1 0.7 1.5 7 0.5

step k-1~ H-4

.
N1 - 11,2,31

yll - 4.97 , y21 - 5.32 , y31 - 0.7

SPC1 - 97.1 , SPC2 - 86.75 , SPC3 --4.75 , SPC4 - 83.02

PC02 - 0, PC03 - 0, PC04 - 0, PCH2 - 97.1 , PCH3 - 97.1 , PCH4-97.1

BI11 - 50 , BI21 - 60 , BI31 - 11

STC11 - 221.65 , STC21 - 192.4 , STC31 - 395.5

ya121 - 4.03 , Ya221 - 3'S ' Ya321 ' 1.5

PCS12 - 3.5 , PCS22 - 0, PCS32 - 0

:
i - 1

RI1 ' (1~

Ya121 ' STC11 I 55

f inal ~~ ~-~
Y11 - yll t ya121 - 4.97 t 4.03 - 9

fiaal
SPC1 - SPC1 - al ( Y11 - Y111 - 75.94

PC02 - PC03 - PC04 - 0, PCH2 - PCH3 - PCH4 - 75.94

STC11 - 0

Updated Xlt : z12 - 1.97 , R13 - 9, R14 - 5.9

:no j with PCSjp(j~ i 0 as PCS22 - PCS32 - 0



final
Y21 - y21 - 5.32 - 6

finai
y31 - y31 - 0.7 - 1

Updated remainin9 net-requirements Xit, iff I.
1

Week

2 3 6
i-2

i-3

4.32

1.2

10

7

7.2

0.5

k-2, return to step 1

k-2t H-4

N - 11,2,31
2

y12 - 1.97 , y22 - 4.32 , y32 - 1.2

SPC2 - 114.4 , SPC3 --4.75 , SPC4 - 83.02

PC03 - 4.75 , PC04 - 0, PCH3 - 114.4 , PCH4 - 109.65

BI12 - 221.6 , BI22 - 37.45 , BI32 - 16.5

STC12 - 215.05 , STC22 - 269.95 , STC 32 - 362.5

Ya132 - 3.91 . Ya332 ' 4.91 , Ya332 - 6.59

PCS13 - 0, PCS23 - 0, PCS33 - 4

,
- 3

I - 131
2

ya332 - STC32 ~ batchsize - STC32~ 55

final
y32 ' y32tya332 - 1.2~.59 - 8

final
SPC2 - SPC2 - a3 ( y32 - Y32 )- 56.6

PC03 - 4.75 , PC04 - 0, PCH3 - 56.6 , PCH4 - 51.85



STC32 - 0

Update X3t' X33 - 0.2 , X34 - 0.5

.no 7 with PCS~p(~) ~ 0 as PCS13 - PCS23 - 0

final
y12 - y12 -.1.97 - 2

final
y22 - y22 - 4.32 - 5

Update remaining net-reQuirements Xit, i~ I2

week

3 4

i-1 8.97 5.90

i-2 9.32 7.20

k-3, return to step 1

k-3~ H-4
.

N3 - 11,2,31

y13 - 8.97 , y23 - 9.32 , y33 - 0.2

SPC3 - 57.15 , SPC4 - 83.02 , PC04 - 0, PCH4 - 57.15

BI13 - 1.6 , BI23 - 37.45 , BI33 - 374

STC13 - 50.05 , STC23 --5.05 (overflow because of disczete pcoduction

to be taken fro~ safety reserve equallinq one Datcb aize, as:

TCwit - TCit - batchsize )

STC33 - 60

Ya143 - 0.91 . Ya243 - 0' Ya343 - 0.5

PCS14 - 0, PCS24 - 0, PCS34 - 4

3

Ya343 - X34



y33 - y33 } ya343 - 0.2 t 0.5 - 0.7

X, - 0

SPC3 - 52.9 , PC04 - 0, PCH4 - 52.9

STC33 - STC33 - ya343 ` 55 - 60 - 27.5 - 32.5

final -
y33 - y33

no more z(3) as we have reached planninq horizon H, therefore

z(3) ~ p(3)-4
.

no ~ with PCS~p(~) ) 0 as PCS14 - PCS24 - 0

final
y13 - y13 - 8'97 - 9

final ~~ ~~
y23 ' y23 - 9.32 - 10

.
Update remaininq Xit , iff I

3

week

4

5.87

b.52

k-4, return to step 1

k-4-H

final
Y14 - q - 5.87 - 6

final ~-ti
y24 - X24 - 6.52 - 7

final
y34 - X34 - 0

Stop.

4.3 The production schedulin4 process:

A) S1 -{ 1-2-3 , 1-3-2 , 2-1-3 , 2-3-1 , 3-1-2 , 3-2-1}



sl [ s2 ]
-zc-

Total sxitch-over

time (in hours)

1-2-3 [ 3-1-2 9.66

3-2-1 ] 11.82

1-3-2 [ 2-1-3 14.99

2-3-1 ] 16

2-1-3 [ 3-1-2 11.82

3-2-1 ] 13.98

2-3-1 [ 1-2-3 12.83

1-3-2 ] 16

3-1-2 [ 2-1-3 11.82

2-3-1 J 12.83

3-2-1 [ 1-2-3 11.82

1-3-2 ] 14.99

Select 1-2-3 ,3-1-2 xith minimal sxitch-over time of 9.66.

schedule k-1 is 1-2-3
Therefore

schedule k-2 is 3-1-2

Bl k-3

[ S3 l - [ 2-1-3

2-3-1 ]

2-1-3

sxitch-over time

6.99

2-3-1 ~ 8 schedule for k-3 is 2-1-3



k-4

[ S4 ] - ( 3-1-2

3-2-1 )

3-1-2

3-2-1

k-5-Ht1 1Stop.

s.~ich o.~. ..W..

4.83

6.99

4.4. SummarY of final resulis:

schedule for k-4 is 3-1-2

production

in Datches yl y2 y3 schedule switch-over time

(hours)

week

1 9 6 1 1-2-3 4.83

2 2 5 8 3-1-2 4.83

3 9 10 1 2-1-3 6.99

4 6 7 0 3-1-2 d.83

Tota1-21.48 hours

5. Conclusions

A heuristic approach to the capacitated sinqle machine lot-sizinq proble~

was formulated, incorporatinq both production and atoraqe capacitiea.

Also the fact that setup costs are seQuence dependent and consuse reqular

production capacity, is taken into consideration. In addition, the

batch-nature common to many process industry applications, is

incorporated into the analysis.
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